ABSTRACT. Let D be a general bounded domain in the Euclidean space Rn. A Brownian motion which enters from and returns to the boundary symmetrically is used to define the normal derivative as a functional for / with /, Vf and Af all in L2 on D. The corresponding Neumann condition (normal derivative = 0) is an honest boundary condition for the L2 generator of reflected Brownian notion on D. A conditioning argument shows that for D and / sufficiently smooth this general definition of the normal derivative agrees with the usual one.
Introduction.
Bt, t > 0, is standard Brownian motion on the Euclidean space Rn. The case when the dimension n = 1 is well understood and so we assume always that n > 2. The (strong) generator A0 is selfadjoint and negative definite. By the spectral theorem as formulated and proved in Chapter IX of Segal and Kunze (1968) , the operator (-A0)1/2 is a well-defined positive definite selfadjoint operator. The absorbed Dirichlet space is the pair (F°,E) where (0.1) F° = domain({-A°}1/2), E(f, g) = j dx(-A0)l/2f(x)(-A°)^2g(x), f, g in F°.
CONVENTION 1. All integrals are understood to be over D unless otherwise specified.
We can explicitly identify (F°,E). The space F° is the set of functions / in L2 such that if / is extended to all of Rn by setting f(x) = 0 for x in the complement Rn\D then V/ is in L2 on Rn. CONVENTION 2. The Laplacian A, the gradient V and all partial derivatives are understood in the sense of distributions. If no set is specified then the distribution theory is on D.
CONVENTION 3. "Lp on K" means the space of real valued p-integrable functions on K. If no K is specified then K = D is understood.
CONVENTION 4. V/ in L2 means that its norm |V/| is.
The form E is (0.2) E(f,g)=1-jdxVf(x)-Vg(x)
with "•" denoting the usual inner product between two n-dimensional vectors. Also we will use the auxiliary form Ea defined for a > 0 by Ea(f, g) = E(f, g)+af f(x)g(x) dx.
Reflecting Brownian motion on D is easily specified in terms of its Dirichlet space (Fr, E). The space Fr is the set of functions / in L2 such that also V/ is in L2 (no condition on an extension of /). The form E is still (0.2).
REMARK. If D has a smooth boundary (Lipschitz is enough) then Theorem 7.3(iii) in SMP implies that F° is the set of / in Fr which vanish modulo polar sets on the boundary of D.
NOTATION. The abbreviation SMP is used in place of the reference Silverstein (1974) . CONVENTION 5 . Functions / in FT are represented by their quasi-continuous versions as specified in Theorem 3.13 in SMP. In particular / is well defined modulo polar sets.
The strong L2 generator AT of the reflecting transition semigroup P[, t > 0, is also selfadjoint and nonpositive definite. From general principles / in L2 belongs to domain (Ar) and Arf = ff if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied.
GENl. /is in Fr. GEN2 . For all h in Fr (0.3) E(f, h)+ I dx g(x)h(x) = 0.
We will see in §4 that (0.3) can be checked separately for h in C^m(D) and for h bounded and harmonic and in FT. CONVENTION 6. "h is harmonic" means on D unless another set is specified. "h in C™m(K)" means h is C°° and has compact support contained in K. In fact the authors are not sure that (0.6) works as a boundary condition even for D smooth. Instead we use a functional version of the normal derivative introduced in Silverstein (1976) and prove that this works for general bounded D (no smoothness assumed).
To discuss the functional normal derivative df/dn(ip) we must introduce some machinery. In §2 we describe an "approximate Brownian motion" which enters from and returns to the boundary with symmetric distribution.
The process is denoted Xt, a* < t < a, with rj*,tr the times of entrance from and return to the boundary. The sample space and sample space measure are denoted fioo and P^, with expectation functional denoted E^. An abstract boundary d*D is introduced in §5 which represents all harmonic h in FT and such that Xa and Xa. are defined almost everywhere as points in d*D by passage to the limit in t. A function ip defined on d*D is a test function if it represents, or equivalently is the restriction to d&D of, a harmonic function in Fr. The normal derivative df/dn is the functional defined on test functions <p by
with Dk, k > 1, an increasing sequence of open sets with closure contained in D and with union D. The symbol a(Dk) represents the first hitting time for Dk, with the condition "o(Dk) < oo" meaning that Dk is hit before return to the boundary. Our main result is the following theorem which will be proved in §6.
THEOREM. Assume that f is in Fr and that A/ is in L2. Then df/dn(ip)
exists for bounded test functions ip and if h is the harmonic function represented by <P (0.8) df/dnfr) = \ J{Vf(x) ■ Vh(x) + &f(x)h(x)}.
In particular f belongs to domain (Ar) if and only if (0.9) df/dn(tp) = 0 for all bounded test functions <p.
We will see in §7 that for D smooth we can arrange matters so that d*D is the Euclidean boundary dD. Then (0.8) and (0.5) together imply that for D and / smooth (0.10) df/dn(<p) = i j <p(z)Dnf(z) da(z) with da denoting the usual surface measure on dD. We believe that it is instructive to verify (0.10) directly from (0.7) and so in §8 we treat two special cases, the interval (0, 1) and the half plane R\, even though they do not fit the hypotheses of the main text. In both cases we can explicitly compute the joint distribution of AV and Xa(pk), assuming a particular choice for the Dk-In §7 we use a more robust technique based on a conditioning argument suggested to one of the authors by Richard F. Gundy. This works for general smooth and bounded D. We emphasize that this functional normal derivative and its connection with boundary conditions is the new result. The reflected Brownian motion itself was constructed by Fukushima (1967) . Fukushima constructs the process using the Martin-Kuramochi boundary. We introduce a different boundary d&D in §5 and do not construct the process-not needed for our result.
For K a subset of D its hitting time is
with the usual understanding that a(K) -+00 when the set on the right is empty.
The hitting operator HK is defined by
REMARK. In SMP a set N is said to be polar if it has capacity 0 in the sense of Definition 3.3 there. By Proposition 4.5 there, this implies (0.12) Px(a(N) < oc) = 0 for almost every x. In general this is weaker than the standard concept which requires (0.12) for all x. Fortunatley, for Brownian motion, the two concepts are equivalent. This and much more follows from the very interesting results in Fukushima (1971) . So we can use the term "polar" without worrying about which concept is intended.
1. The absorbed space. The absorbed transition operators can be represented
with Pf?(x,y) jointly continuous and symmetric:
(1.2) P?(x,y)^P°(y,x), x,y in D.
are finite and jointly continuous for x ^ y. Also G°(x,y) is harmonic in each variable for x ^ y and G°(x, y) is in the same way a-harmonic-that is, annihilated by ^A -a. Of course (1.2) implies the same symmetry for G°(x,y) and G®(x,y). The operators G° and G" are defined as Pf is in (1.1). All this can be found in §4
of Port and Stone (1978) . For K a subset of D (1.3) hK(x) = HKl(x).
If K has closure contained in D then by Chapter 6, §5, ibid., there exists a Radon measure px on the boundary of K such that (1.4) hK(x) = jG°(x,y)dpK(y).
In general px and hx are referred to as the equilibrium measure and potential for K.
The first two lemmas are known. We include our own proofs as a matter of convenience. By §1 in SMP every Dirichlet space (F,E) is contractive. This means that if g(t), a real valued function of real t, satisfies
and if / is in F, then also g(f) is in F and
Important examples for g(t) are t+, t~, [t\, a At, aW t and ^(1 A t2). The absorbed Dirichlet space (F°,E) satisfies the following two conditions.
REG1. F°nC~m(D)=C~m(D). REG2. F° n C£m(D) is Ey dense in F°.
To verify Reg2 it is enough to approximate / in F° by convolutions f * <Pk with ifk{x) = kn<p(kx) where <p is in C^m(k) and integrates to 1, after first approximating by functions in F° which are bounded and have compact support in D. and completeness with respect to E follows from the known completeness of F°w ith respect to Ey. In general D is contained in such a cube Q and completeness with respect to E follows since the absorbed space for D is a subspace of the one for Q. Q.E.D.
2. An approximate Brownian motion.
Up to now we have been concerned only with Brownian motion starting in the interior of D and eventually reaching the boundary. For this we have implicitly used the standard sample space fi. This is the set of trajectories w with w(t) defined for t > 0, taking values in D U {d} and satisfying the following two conditions. TRAJl. There exists a time a > 0 such that u)(t) -d for t > cr and ui(t) is in D for 0 < t < a.
TRAJ2. oj(t) is continuous for t ^ a.
The coordinate variables Xt are defined on u> in fi by Xt(w) = io(t). The aalgebra Fs on fi is the one generated by the Xt. The sample space probabilites Px, x in D are defined on Fs.
In this section we introduce a process which enters D from the boundary and then acts like absorbed Brownian motion. An appropriate sample space is the extended sample space fioo. This is the set of trajectories w with w(t) defined for all real t, taking values in D U {d} and satisfying:
TRAJl'. There exist times ct* < a such that ui(t) = d for t < a* and for t > a and such that to(t) is in D for a* < t < a.
TRAJ2'. u)(t) is continuous for t ^ a or ct*. On fioo the coordinate variables Xt are defined as on fi and the er-algebra generated by them is denoted Frx,.
The hitting times ax are defined on fioo as on fi: ax = inf {i > ct* : Xt is in K} and +00 if the set on the right is empty. The shift 6x maps fioo into fi according to the formula 9Ku(t) = w(oK +1) when ax < oo.
The following theorem is proved in §5 in SMP.
THEOREM 2.1.
There exists a unique measure Poo on Fqo with the following properties.
1. For Borel K with closure contained in D and for (p>0 and Fs measurable on fi, the composition (p-6x is i*co measurable on fioo. Iftp>0 is defined on fioo and measurable with respect to the a-algebra generated by XtA(7^x), t real (the past) and if tp = 0 when ax = oo, then
3. Let the "time reversal operator" p be defined on u) in fioo so that pu)(a* +t) = u>(a -t). Then Poo is p invariant (time reversal invariant).
That is, for <p>0 and Fx, measurable on fioo, also (p ■ p is and (2.4) £ootf> • P = £ootf>.
REMARK. "(p ■ 0x is measurable" in Conclusion 1 and "(p • P is measurable" in Conclusion 3 mean measurable with respect to the P^ completion of Fqo .
The adjective "approximate" refers to Xt, T > a*, not being Brownian motion in general. The terminology as well as the idea go back to G. A. Hunt (1960) It is not hard to see that Poo is an unconditioned version of the excursion law as defined for example in Burdzy (1985) .
3. The reflected Dirichlet space. Our candidate for the reflected Dirichlet space is the pair (Fr, E) described in the Introduction. To show that (Fr, E) really is a Dirichlet space on L2 as in Fukushima (1969) and as in SMP, we must establish contractivity as described in §1 and we must show that for a > 0 the function space Fr is complete relative to
already introduced in the introduction.
LEMMA 3.1. Fr is Ea complete, any a > 0.
PROOF. Let /", n > 1, in FT be Ea Cauchy. Then there exists scalar / and vector valued g in L2 such that V/n -» g and /" -► / in L2. The lemma will be proved when we show that V/ = g. But this follows since for vector valued <p in and this certainly implies (3.3). Suppose now that / is in C1 but g is not.
There exists an at most countably infinite set S of times t such that fK dxl(f(x) = t) > 0. Assume at first that 0 is not in S. Then there exist (3.5) tij, i > 1, -oo < j < +00, such that none of the Uj belong to S and such that (3.6) Zt,o = 0, tij < Uj+y < Uj + 1/i,
For each i let gi be the piecewise linear function which interpolates g at the points Uj, -oo < j < +oo. Then & satisfies (1.6), the chain rule Vgi(f) = ff^(/)V/ is valid almost everywhere on K and therefore so is (3.4). Also ffi(/) -* ff(/) in L2 and by the argument on p. CONVENTION. We use the same symbol Ha to denote the operator which implements Ea orthogonal projection onto the space Ha. is a bounded function in HoDenote by Q the algebra over the rationals generated by Qy, multiplication being the operator # of (5.2). Of course Q also is a countable Ey dense subset of H0.
Let W be the collection of functions ty defined on / in Q so that \w(f)\ < ||/||oo (usual L°° norm on D). Equip W with the usual product topology so that it becomes a separable compact Hausdorff space. The boundary d#D is the subset of w in W satisfying GENl. / is in FT.
GEN2. For all h in Fr (6.18) E(f,h)+ j dxg(x)h(x)=0.
For h in C™m(D) integration by parts gives g -\Af. Therefore Gen2 can be replaced by the following two conditions. GEN2.1. A/is inL2. GEN2.2. For all h in Fr (6.19) / dx Vf(x) ■ Vh(x) + f dx Af(x)h(x) = 0. Together with (7.2), this implies (7.3) H0(x,dz) = -±DnG°(x,z)da(z).
Assume that the origin 0 is in D. In this section it is convenient to take potential, that is, h(x) = Px(a(Dy) < oo). Then h(z) -f dp(y)G°(y,z) with dp equilibrium measure for Dy. For z in dD Dnh(z) = j dp(y)DnG°(y,z) and since dp is bounded, the above arguments imply that Dnh is continuous and bounded away from zero on dD. Also V/i is continuous on D~ since D is smooth. Consider now / and 0 as in §6-only assume in addition that A/ is bounded and V/ continuous on D~. We use now the idea of Gundy referred to in the introduction.
It is convenient to specify Dk = {xinD: h(x) > 1/fc}. Then (7.7) E00(P(Xa.)I(a(Dk) < oo){/(AV) -f(X(a(Dk)))} = E00(P(X<J.)I(a(Dk) < oo)E00({f(X(T.) -f(X(a(Dk)))}\Xa.,a(Dk) < oo), the last occurrence of i?oo denoting conditional expectation given Xa-and the event a(Dk) < oo.
The thus conditioned process Xt, a* <t < a(Dk), is absorbed Brownian motion on the complement D\Dk, conditioned on exiting via dDk rather than dD. Since kh(x) = Px(a(Dk) < oo), x in D\Dk, the conditioned generator is and we can replace the conditional expectation on the right-hand side in ( With the help of the additive functional determined by dp in SMP, the proof in §6
can be adapted to show that dh/dn((p) exists and is equal to (7.10) ]-j V/i ■ VH0(p(x) dx-f dp(x)HQ(p(x) = -j dp(x)H0(p(x) since the dx integral vanishes by (4.12) because h is in F°. From the definition of dh/dn((p) it follows that (7.9) converges to (7.10) and in particular rc(Dk)
= -[ dp(x)H0(p{x) = [ da(z)(P(z)Dnh(z), J JdD the last step following from (7.3) integrated against dp(x). Since V/i is bounded away from 0 in any neighborhood of dD, the expression |A/(At) + Vn-V/(At) in (7.8) is asymptotic as t J. ct* to (l/|Vn|2)(AV)V/ . Vh(Xa.)\Vh [2(Xt) and it follows that (7.12) df/dn(<P)= f da(z)(l/\Vh\2)Vh-Vf(z)(P(z)Dnh(z).
JdD
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Since h vanishes on dD V/i = -Dnh, V/i • V/ = DnhDnf on dD. Substituting this into (7.12) and applying (7.11), we get (7.13) df/dn(d>)= f (P(z)Dnf(z)da(z), JdD the desired result.
We do not believe that (7.13) is valid for general / satisfying the hypotheses of our main theorem but certainly weaker additional assumptions would suffice. However questions about the domain D seem more promising.
We know that (7.13) can be extended to Lipschitz domains using the techniques in Jerison and Kenig (1982)-especially Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. Is (7.13) true whenever da is well defined? Is there a version of (7.13) which is true more generally? The main step is to find the Poisson kernel Ke(z, t) for Be conditioned on hitting the upper boundary y = e before the lower one y -0. Here z = (x, y) in De and t labels (t, e) in the upper boundary. Using the complex structure (z = x + iy) on R2, we define the map w -enzl£ which takes Be into R\ in such a way that the upper boundary of BE corresponds to the negative half axis in the boundary of R\. Let z = (x,y) in B£ correspond to w = (u,v) in R\ and let t labeling a point in the upper boundary of Be correspond to s < 0. Then u = e*x/E cos(rry/e), v = e™lE sin(-Ky/e), s = -ent/£.
Let h be bounded and harmonic on B£ and continuous on the closure. Then h is harmonic also as a function of w and so by the theory of harmonic functions on i?2. Finally, division by the exponential in the numerator gives K£(z,t) = (l/e)sin(ny/e)l{e'r(x-t)l£ +e-*{-x~tV£ + 2cos(iry/e)}.
Equilibrium measure for D£ is (l/2e)x (Lebesgue measure) on the line y = e.
Extend tp to R\ so that <f(x,y) -tp(0,y). Then for 0 < a < e with Q£(t) = (l/e)Q(t/e) and Q(t) = (7r/4)sech2(7rt/2). Replacing (t -s)/e by s in the ds integral, we get 1 f dt tp(t) j ds Q(s){f(t, 0) -f(t + se, e)}. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
